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Climate Program Leaders and Opponents:
Climate Scorecard Country Summary Report #6

INTRODUCTION
Climate Scorecard Country Report #6 contains profiles of leading climate program

government officials, advocates and opponents in the top 25 greenhouse-gas emitting countries.
The leaders profiled in this Report play important roles in the implementation of the Paris
Agreement within their countries and internationally. Many are deeply committed to the Paris
Agreement and to the need for their countries to reduce its carbon footprint. Some are opposed,
perhaps denying the significance of climate change, and seeing the continued use of nonrenewables as the most economically efficient ways to meet their country’s energy needs. The
dialogues and power-struggles between climate change advocates and opponents over the next
several years is worth following. It will help determine whether the world is able to achieve the
important goals of the Paris Agreement.
--- Lois Barber and Ron Israel-Co-Directors, Climate Scorecard
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Climate Program Leaders and Opponents in the
Top 25 Greenhouse Gas Emitting Countries
Country
Argentina

Government Official

Rabbi Sergio Bergman
Minister of the Environment
and Sustainable
Development

Climate Program Advocate Climate Program Opponent
Dr. Vicente Barros
Emeritus Professor at the University
of Buenos Aires and Senior
Researcher at the Argentine Council
of Sciences (CONICET)
Dr. Carolina Vera
Professor at University of Buenos
Aires and Director of the Center for
Atmosphere and Ocean Sciences
(CIMA) and UMI/IFAECI

Australia

Josh Freydenberg
Minister of the Environment
and Energy

Tim Flannery
Melbourne Sustainable Society
Institute, University of Melbourne
and Copenhagen Climate Council

Various Energy Corporations

Brazil

Everton Frask Lucero
National Secretary, Climate
Change Secretariat at the
Environment Ministry

Alfredo Hélio Sirkis
Executive Secretary, Brazilian
Climate Change Forum

Blairo Maggi
Minister, Ministry of Agriculture,
Farming and Supply

José Sarney Filho
Environment Minister,
Ministry of Environment

Carlos Rittl
Executive Secretary, Climate
Observatory Network
Rachel Biderman
WRI Brasil Executive Director

Canada

Hon. Catherine McKenna
The Minister of Environment
and Climate Change

Catherine Abreu
Executive Director, Climate Change
Network Canada

China

Dr. Chen Jining
Li Shuo
Minister of Environmental
Senior Climate Policy Adviser for
Protection, People’s Republic Greenpeace East Asia
of China

Hon. Brad Wall
Premier of Saskatchewan
Chairman Xiao Yaqing
State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission of the
State Council (SASAC)

Deng Fei
Social Media Environmental Activist
Ma Jun
Institute for Public and
Environmental Affairs (IPE)

France

Ségolène Royal
Minister of the Environment

Morgane Créach
Directrice du Réseau Action Climat
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Marion Maréchal
Deputy at the French Parliament

Country

Government Official

Germany

Barbara Hendricks
Minister of the Environment

Climate Program Advocate Climate Program Opponent
Hans Joachim Schellnhuber
Researcher and Physicist at
University of Postdam

Political Party – Alternatives for
Germany (AfD)

India

Jairam Ramesh
Former Environmental
Minister

Sunita Narain
Director General, The Center for
Science and the Environment

Sutirtha Bhattacharya
Chairman and Managing Director of
Coal India Limited

Indonesia

Siti Nurbaya Bakar
Minister of the Environment
and Forestry (MoEF)

Abdon Nababan
Secretary General of AMAN

Palm Oil Producers

Italy

Gianluca Galletti
Minister of Environment,
Land and Sea

Rossella Muroni
National President of Legambiente

Emma Marcegaglia
President of Eni

Japan

Koichi Yamamoto
Minister of the Environment

Takejiro Sueyosi
Special Advisor to United Nations
Environmental Program

Chairman of Keidanren (Japan
Business Federation)

Amparo Martínez Arroyo
General Director of the National
Institute of Ecology and Climate
Change

Pedro Joaquín Coldwell
Minister of Energy

Hiroshige Seko
Minister of Economy Trade
and Industry

Mexico

Rodolfo Lacy Tamayo
Vice Minister for
Environmental Policy and
Planning of the Ministry of
Environment and Natural
Resources

Nigeria

Amina J. Mohammed
Lawrence I Exemonye
Honourable Minister, Federal National President, Nigerian
Ministry of Environment
Environmental Society

Russia

Alexander Bedritskyi
Presidential Advisor, the
Special Representative for
Climate in Russia

Saudi Arabia

Khalid Al-Falih
Minister of Energy, Industry,
and Mineral Resources, the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Khalid Abuleif
Saudi Arabia’s Chief Climate
Negotiator for the Climate
Agreements

Dr. Khalid Abdulkader
Senior Consultant within the
Environmental Protection Department
of Aramco

South Africa

Dr. Edna Molewa
Minister of Environmental
Affairs

Adv. Andrew Gilder
Senior Associate at ENSafrica Law
Firm

Ivo Vegter
Independent Columnist

South Korea

Kyung-Kyu Cho
Minister of Environment

Department of Green Energy, the Various Organizations Opposed to
Seoul Metropolitan Government Renewable Energy

Oleg Deripaska
Business Executive

The Korean Federation for
Environmental Movement
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Emmanuel Ibe Kachikwu
Minister of State, Petroleum Resources,
Federal Ministry of Petroleum
Resources
Andrey Melnichenko
Business Execiutive

Country

Government Official

Climate Program Advocate Climate Program Opponent

Spain

Isabel Garcia Tejerina
Maria Jose Sanz Sanchez
Minister of Agriculture, Food, Scientific Director of the Basque
and the Environment
Center for Climate Change

Miguel Arias Cañete
European Commissioner for Climate
Action and Energy

Thailand

General Surasak
Penchom Saetang
Karnjanarat
Director of Ecological Alert and
Minister of Natural Resources Recovery Thailand (EARTH)
and Environment of Thailand

Kittisak Rattanakrajangsri
General Secretary of the Indigenous
Peoples’ Foundation for Education and
Environment (IPF)

Turkey

Mehmet Özhaseki
Çevre ve Ekoloji Hareketi
Minister of Environment and Avukatları ÇEHAV
Urban Planning
(Environmental and Ecology
Movement Lawyers)

Ministry of Energy and Natural
Resources (Turkey)

Prof. Dr. Mehmet Emin
İklim Ağı (Climate Network)
Binpınar
Chief Negotiator for
Turkey and Deputy
Undersecretary of the
Ministry of Environment and
Urban Planning

Ukraine

Ostap Semerak
Minister of Ecology of
Ukraine

Iryna Stavchuk
Head of the Climate Change
Department of the National
Ecological Centre of Ukraine

Rinat Akhmetov – DTEK

United
Kingdom

Ed Miliband
Parliamentary House of
Commons

Greg Clark
Parliamentary House of Commons,
London

Nigel Lawson
Parliamentary House of Lords, London

United States Administrator of the U.S.

Environmental Protection
Agency

Al Gore
U.S. Senator Jim Inhofe
Former United States Vice-President Chairman of the Senate Committee on
the Environment and Public Works
Dr. James Hansen
Former NASA scientist and current
Director of Climate Science,
Awareness, and Solutions program
at Columbia University
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ARGENTINA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
DUSTIN ROBERTSON
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Rabbi Sergio Bergman
Minister of the Environment and Sustainable Development
Sergio Bergman wears many hats. He is a rabbi, politician, pharmacist, scholar, writer and activist.
In December 2015, he was appointed by President Mauricio Macri as Minister of the newly created
Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development. Bergman is in charge of numerous climate
change related functions and initiatives in Argentina. He recently attended the United Nations 22nd
Conference of the Parties (COP 22) in Marrakesh and said that Argentina is working to achieve zero
deforestation, the recovery of degraded lands and changes in its energy matrix. Bergman also appears
to be proactively pushing for improvements in Argentina’s implementation of the Paris Agreement. He
recently stated that the country would raise its unconditional emissions reduction commitment from 15
to 18%.
Contact: Contacto@sergiobergman.com
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Dr. Vicente Barros
Emeritus Professor at the University of Buenos Aires and Senior Researcher at the Argentine
Council of Sciences (CONICET)
Dr. Vicente Barros is a climate pioneer and prolific researcher who has worked for decades on climate
change and environmental issues in South America. He has published 66 peer-reviewed papers in
scientific journals. In 1996 he directed the First National Communication of Argentina to the UNFCCC
and made significant contributions to the Second one in 2006. He was been a member of the IPCC
Bureau from 2008 to 2015 and was part of the Executive Committee from 2010 to 2015. More recently
he helped coordinate a group of experts that presented an influential ‘Climate Models’ study in the
Casa Rosada (the executive office of the country) in April 2015.
Contact: barros@cima.fcen.uba.ar
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Dr. Carolina Vera
Professor at University of Buenos Aires and Director of the Center for Atmosphere and Ocean
Sciences (CIMA) and UMI/IFAECI
7

Dr. Carolina Vera has been a researcher with the National Council of Research and Development
(CONICET) for the past twenty years. Her work is largely dedicated to understanding and predicting
climate variability and change in South America. She has published over 40 peer-reviewed journal
articles along with multiple book chapters and IPCC reports. In addition she has served on numerous
committees and held various functions related to the IPCC. Dr. Vera was a co-coordinator (along with Dr.
Barros) of the 3rd National Communication of Argentina to the UNFCCC and was part of the team that
delivered the ‘Climate Models’ study to the Casa Rosada in 2015.
Contact: carolina@cima.fcen.uba.ar
Learn More
For information about Sergio Bergman’s participation in COP 22: http://en.mercopress.
com/2016/11/18/argentina-pledges-to-reduce-carbon-dioxide-emissions-by-20-million-by-2030
For information (in Spanish) about the report delivered by Barros and Vera in the Casa Rosada:
http://3cn.cima.fcen.uba.ar/3cn_EnLosMedios.php

AUSTRALIA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
HANNAH CAMPI
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Josh Freydenberg
Minister of the Environment and Energy
The current Minister for the Environment and Energy is Josh Frydenberg. He heads the Australian
Department of the Environment and Energy and was also in attendance at COP22. He is a member of
the Liberal Party which plans to double renewable energy production and increase investment in clean
energy projects.
Contact: Josh.frsydenber.mp@aph.gov.au
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Tim Flannery
Melbourne Sustainable Society Institute, University of Melbourne and Copenhagen Climate
Council
Tim Flannery has been one of Australia’s most outspoken environmental advocates. He has worked as a
scientist, professor writer and presenter and has been featured on platforms such as NPR, ABC radio and
8

BBC. He was named “Australian of the Year” in 2007 and is well known for his environmental activism
as well as his contributions to the fields of mammalogy, palaeontology, and land use. Tim Flannery has
commented on the potential impacts of climate change in Australia and proposed the creation of a fully
sustainable city called “Geothermia”. He was able to raise over $100 million towards development of
the city, but the project was stopped.
Contact: timothy.flannery@unimelb.edu.au
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
A Diversified Opposition
Large energy companies also have the ability to sway the position of some politicians and are generally
opposed to increased environmental regulation. Previous governments, members of the current
government, members of the media, and the Australian right-wing all have members opposing the
Paris Agreement. Finding cohesion between these groups has been a bigger barrier to implementation
than any single individual.

BRAZIL
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
LAURA VALENTE DE MACEDO
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Everton Frask Lucero
National Secretary, Climate Change Secretariat at the Environment Ministry (Secretaria de
Mudanças Climáticas do Ministério do Meio Ambiente - SMCQ/MMA)
Secretary Lucero is a career diplomat. Before being appointed for this ministerial position in June 2016,
he was the head of the environment department in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MRE), as well as
key advisor on climate to the head of the Brazilian delegation to the UNFCCC. In partnership with the
FBMC, this department coordinates participation of civil society in COPs as members of the Brazilian
delegation, with access to all official meetings in which Brazil diplomats participate.
The climate change secretariat (SMCQ) was established by the MMA to address climate policies and
measures at the federal level. Its representatives participate in international negotiations providing
technical support to the MRE. The SMCQ coordinated the climate change sectorial plans with civil
society and other areas of government.
Contact: gabinete.smcq@mma.gov.br
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GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
José Sarney Filho (Zequinha Sarney)
Environment Minister, Ministry of Environment (Ministério do Meio Ambiente – MMA)
Minister José Sarney Filho, is an environmental congressman with the Green Party. He was appointed
as Minister for a second term at the MMA, in June 2016. He is in his ninth consecutive mandate in
Congress, and was Environment Minister from 1999 to 2002.
The Environment Ministry (MMA) oversees environmental policy and monitoring in Brazil. Together
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MRE) and the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation
(MCTI), it is responsible for the implementation of the National Climate Change Policy law (PNMC)
passed in December 2009. The MMA is responsible for monitoring, reporting and controlling
deforestation, Brazil´s highest emitting sector. Despite its very limited power amongst the other
ministries, and very little say in final decisions taken by the President, it has a key role in environmental
licencing and contentious issues involving land tenure in the Amazon region. This is a sensitive issue
and source of conflicts, mostly with the Ministry of Agriculture.
Contact: Chief of staff: Diva Alves Carvalho diva.carvalho@mma.gov.br
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Alfredo Hélio Sirkis
Executive Secretary at the Brazilian Climate Change Forum (Fórum Brasileiro de Mudanças
Climáticas–FBMC)
Alfredo Sirkis is a writer, journalist, and a renowned environmental and political activist since the early
1970s. In October 2016 he was appointed as the FBMC Executive Secretary by President Michel Temer.
Sirkis is a former congressman (2012-2015), a city councillor for four mandates, having served as
environmental secretary (1993-1996) and urban planning secretary (2001-2006) in Rio de Janeiro. He
has been advocating on behalf of climate protection for over ten years and is the sponsor of a proposal
to establish a carbon pricing mechanism being discussed by key players in Brazil.
The Brazilian Climate Change Forum (FBMC) is a national multi-stakeholder advisory body, established
by Federal Decree in 2001. The FBMC is chaired by the President of Brazil, with whom a meeting is
held once a year. It coordinates outreach activities and public participation vis-a-vis climate policies and
measures. Since its inception, it has a key role in increasing knowledge about climate change outside
the government and scientific communities, thus placing it higher in the environmental political
agenda of both civil society and other levels of government.
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Carlos Rittl
Executive Secretary of the Observatório do Clima - OC (Climate Observatory Network)
Carlos Rittl has an extensive biography in environmental and climate issues, both academically and
professionally. He is an expert on environmental policies and has been an activist for over 20 years.
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He coordinated Greenpeace´s climate campaign in Brazil (2005-2007), and WWF Brasil´s energy and
climate program (2009 - 2013). Since 2004, Carlos has participated in the COPs. In 2013, he became the
OC´s Executive Secretary and is a spokesperson on behalf of the climate change CSO community in Brazil.
Observatório do Clima (OC), or Climate Observatory (OC) is a Civil Society Organization, a multistakeholder network created in 2002. It has 35 members, amongst civil society groups from the whole
country, engaged in climate change advocacy. The OC coordinates an initiative to monitor sectorial
GHG emissions inventories and reports at the national level. It developed an online platform for GHG
accounting (SEEG) that issues several reports on Brazilian GHG emissions, and provides insight on the
country´s performance to fight climate change.
Contact: carlosrittl@observatoriodoclima.eco.br
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Rachel Biderman
WRI Brasil Executive Director
Rachel Biderman is an acknowledged environmental leader and activist with a solid academic and
professional background.
Rachel is the Director for World Resources Institute Brasil (WRI Brasil). Rachel is considered a key mover
and shaker in climate change throughout Brazil. During her tenure as Deputy Coordinator at FGV’s
Center for Sustainability Studies (2008-2011), she coordinated several projects including the launch of
the Brazilian Green House Gas Protocol. She is currently also a co-coordinator of the Brazilian Climate
Change Forum, established by President Cardoso in 2001. Rachel is a Board member of several socioenvironmental organisations, including WWF Brasil. She was formerly the President of Greenpeace
Brasil’s Board between 2011 and 2013, and is a member of the Forest GAC of the World Economic
Forum since 2014.
Contact: rbiderman@wri.org
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Blairo Maggi
Minister, Ministério da Agricultura, Pecuária e Abastecimento (Ministry of Agriculture, Farming
and Supply)
Blairo Maggi is one of the most important soy producers in the world and the biggest individual
producer in Brazil. Maggi began his political career as deputy in 1994, becoming an elected senator
in1999 for an eight-year mandate; he was once again elected for office in 2011. He was appointed
Agriculture Minister in May 2016. Blairo Maggi was the governor of Mato Grosso for 2 consecutive
mandates (2003-2007 and 2007-2010), and was known as a fierce opponent to climate change.
However, he became more moderate in his second term as governor, supporting the Mato Grosso´s
climate action policies which culminated in State Law 9878, passed in 2013.
The Ministry of Agriculture (MAPA) oversees policies and management of agriculture, provides support
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to agribusiness, regulates and enforces norms on services related to the sector. Given the importance
of agribusiness to the Brazilian economy, it´s a powerful stakeholder, and usually an opponent to
environmental policies. Recently they lobbied against the MMA´s transparency policy to divulge data
on rural properties and individuals that includes their environmental record (Cadastro Ambiental Rural).
Contact: gm@agricultura.gov.br
Learn More
For further information on the MMA see http://www.mma.gov.br/
For further information on Mr. Sirkis see http://www.sirkis.com.br/ (in Portuguese only)
For further information on the Agriculture Ministry, see http://www.agricultura.gov.br/ministerio

CANADA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
DIANE SZOLLER
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
The Hon. Catherine McKenna
The Minister of Environment and Climate Change, House of Commons, Ottawa, ON
McKenna’s environment portfolio is responsible to lead federal Government efforts in combating
climate change and protecting the environment. She oversaw the Canadian delegation at the COP21
Paris Agreement and supported a 2C threshold as a minimum for countries to endorse, asking for 1.5 C
in the final accord and a 5-year review process.
Contact: Catherine.McKenna@parl.gc.ca
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE 				
Catherine Abreu
Executive Director, Climate Change Network Canada – Réseau action climat Canada (CAN-Rac
Canada)
Catherine has recently joined CAN-Rac to help lead a coalition of more than 100 organizations to
advance climate solutions. Responsibilities include collaborative action, communication, policy
development, and coordination with the membership. She is the main spokesperson. She is advocating
effectively for stronger Canadian targets for the Paris Agreement, attending COP22 to respond to
climate impacts and policies (nationally and internationally) and explore opportunities to collectively
work on this issue.
Contact: catherineabreu@climateactionnetwork.ca
12

CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Hon Brad Wall
Premier of Saskatchewan
Wall, as the Premier of Alberta, sees little evidence carbon taxes work. He is the major opposition voice
on a federal carbon tax. He does agree though that Saskatchewan will contribute to national emissions
reduction targets. His province’s effort involves a billion dollar carbon capture and storage program to
date. His recommendations in a recent White Paper include asking for innovation and adaptation, and
dropping the $2.65 billion in climate financing for developing countries, instead using it for climate
research.
Provinces hold policy levers on climate action thus agreement may prove challenging for the federal
government if some disagree.
Contact: premier@gov.sk.ca
Learn More
Read how Trudeau has restarted the federal-provincial dialogue on climate change. Visit http://
ipolitics.ca/2016/03/05/trudeaus-taking-a-flexible-approach-to-climate-policy-thats-smart/
See McKenna’s challenge to move to a low-carbon economy a month after an election. Visit http://
www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/canada-faces-tough-realities-to-reach-paris-climate-changetarget/article27742243/
See Wall’s argument vs feds saying carbon pricing cannot vary much among provinces. Visit http://
www.macleans.ca/politics/ottawa/in-the-climate-change-debate-what-should-count-as-carbon-pricing/
See Saskatchewan’s white paper on climate change – a different discussion http://www.saskatchewan.
ca/government/news-and-media/2016/october/18/climate-change-plan

CHINA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
LENA COURCOL
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Dr. Chen Jining
Minister of Environmental Protection, People’s Republic of China
Dr. Chen was appointed Minister of Environmental Protection in January 2015 and has since heavily
focused on reducing air pollution in China’s major cities. He focuses on applying an environmental
system analysis and integrated assessment for environmental engineering and policies. Contact
information available upon request.
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CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Li Shuo
Senior Climate Policy Adviser for Greenpeace East Asia
Based in Beijing, Li Shuo oversees Greenpeace’s work on air pollution, water and renewable energy
throughout East Asia. He has a significant role in coordinating the organization’s engagement with the
UNFCCC and has extensive experience in Sino-US and E.U.- China climate relations. Contact information
available upon request.
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Deng Fei
Social Media Environmental Activist
Deng Fei has captivated China’s public environmental awareness through the social media site, Weibo.
By launching discussions and projects such as China Water Safety Foundation, his followers have
been given power and access to more environmental rights. Environmental activists like Deng Fei are
critical in providing an effective voice for the public and influencing China’s government for greater
environmental reforms and policies. Contact information available upon request.
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Ma Jun
Investigative reporter, environmental activist and founder of the Institute for Public and
Environmental Affairs (IPE)
Ma Jun’s 1999 book China’s Water Crisis has often been compared to Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, as it
initiated the country’s first public ‘call to arms’ with regard to China’s growing environmental crisis. His
non-profit environmental research organization, IPE, is dedicated to collecting, collating, and analyzing
government and corporate environmental data to build a thorough database. The data is an important
tool in environmental policymaking, corporate supply chain transformation, as well as promoting
public transparency of environmental information. Ma Jun acts as a knowledgeable consultant and
adviser for environmental governance mechanisms in China.
Contact: ipe@ipe.org.cn
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Chairman Xiao Yaqing
State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council (SASAC)
SASAC is responsible for managing China’s State-Owned Enterprises, including China First Heavy
Industries, Shenhua Group (global leader in steel production), China National Petroleum Corporation,
etc. The interests of SOEs pull the government in different directions and regularly delay ambitious
reforms. The SOEs have great influence on decision-making in China and have been keen to ensure that
major changes in policy are implemented slowly enough for their businesses to adjust. In China, it is
difficult to have direct ‘climate deniers’ because of the visible and obvious pollution effects occurring
throughout the country. See SASAC for contact information.
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FRANCE
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
CHARLINE GAUDIN

GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Ségolène Royal
Minister of Environment or Minister of Energy, Ministre de l’Environnement, de l'Energie et de la
Mer, chargée des Relations internationales sur le climat.
Ségolène Royal was the President of COP 21 in Paris during which the Paris Agreement was adopted.
Her role is therefore very important as she supported the wide ratification of the Paris Agreement by
other countries and its entry into force prior to the Marrakech Conference (COP 22). She is as well very
involved at the national level to effectively implement the energy transition in France.
Contact : Cabinet de la ministre de l'Environnement, de l'Énergie et de la Mer, Address: Hôtel de
Roquelaure, 246 boulevard Saint-Germain 75007 Paris, Telephone: +33 1 40 81 21 22
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Morgane Créach
Directrice du Réseau Action Climat (RAC) France
Mrs Créach is leading the RAC since 2011. The RAC France is the French representative of the Cimate
Action Network International (CAN-I), a global network gathering together more than 700 NGOs.
The RAC France regroups 16 environmental NGOs including WWF and Greenpeace. One of the RAC
missions is to propose coherent public policies at the national level to reduce French GHG emissions.
Prior to the COP 21, Mrs Créach insisted on the fact that France is late on every single aspect of the
energy transition. Prior to the COP21, the five keys NGOs of the RAC requested from the French
government the adoption of 5 key measures including 100% renewable energies by 2050.
Contact: morgana@rac-f.org
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Mrs Marion Maréchal
Deputy at the French Parliament (Assemblée Nationale), Front National (extreme right wing).
During the vote at the French Parliament to ratify the Paris Agreement on May 17, 2016, all political
groups from the majority but also from the opposition voted in favor. Only Mrs Marion Maréchal-Le Pen
(Front National) abstained from voting. The Front National is a growing force in France.
Mrs Marion Maréchal-Le Pen is currently the only representative of the Front National at the Parliament.
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She justified her abstention to vote for the ratification of the Paris Agreement as her party considers that
the efforts to reduce GHG should focus on emerging countries and demographically growing countries
like in Asia or Africa. They criticized that the demographic question is not taken into account at all in the
Paris Agreement and that this is a crucial element to be considered in order to effectively fight climate
change. They consider that this kind of agreement will lead to more constraints for the French industries
and will contribute to the decrease of French competitiveness already suffering from the environmental
dumping practiced by developing countries. This party is against the EU, globalisation, and this kind of
multilateral environmental agreement. They believe that bilateral discussions and support should be
preferred.
Contact: mmarechallepen@assemblee-nationale.fr

GERMANY
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
ROLAND SELINGER
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Barbara Hendricks
Minister of the Environment
As a member of the Germany’s Social Democratic Party, Hendricks spearheaded Germany’s Climate
Action Plan 2050. Additionally, she has pushed strongly for greater standards in the Paris Agreement,
firmly stating it was “not the end, but instead the beginning of a long journey.” Green Party delegates,
however, have criticized Hendricks for openly speaking of the importance of decarbonisation without
pursuing it in any of Germany’s energy plans. Reluctance for more stringent decarbonisation may
lie in the party’s “industrial roots.” Interestingly, party chairperson and Vice Chancellor of Germany–
Sigmar Gabriel–has expressed concern about a hasty renewable energy transition, putting Germany’s
productivity at the forefront of the party’s platform. Nonetheless, Hendricks has made early initiatives
to block non-renewable expansion and is a leader in Germany’s energy transition. One given example
was her influence in restricting fracking until 2019–a ban she had originally pushed to be indefinite–in
order to ensure proper environmental impact assessment.
Contact information: Bonn office Rochusstraße 1, 53123 Bonn, P.O. Box 14 02 70, 53107 Bonn Phone:
+49 (0) 22899 529-0
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Hans Joachim Schellnhuber
Researcher and Physicist at University of Postdam
Schellnuber is a German theoretical physicist who has been an early advocate for measures to stabilize
16

climate change and for environmental protection. In 1993 he became the director of the Postdam
Institute for Climate Impact Research. Only two years later did he propose the two degrees limit for
global warming, first adopted by the German government and the European Union. For this and other
research, Schellnhuber was awarded the German Environment Prize in 2007, contributing to the IPCC’s
Nobel Peace Prize award that same year. Among his contributions is that for the IPCC’s Third Assessment
Report, which projected “increases in future global mean temperature, rising sea levels, and increased
frequency of heat waves.” The two-degree limit would then become a global target across governments
worldwide following the Copenhagen accord in 2009.
Contact information: director@pik-potsdam.de
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Political Party – Alternatives for Germany (AfD)
Although few organizations actively oppose climate and energy measures in Germany, the AfD have
come out against the Paris Agreement, calling it a tool the UN has used to transform the “world order
into a system under its leadership.” Moreover, the party believes Germany’s Energy Transition action
plan is a cost-generator which has hindered the country’s economic development, despite its GDP
remaining consistent with average trends. On multiple accounts, AfD–which is running in federal
elections for the first time this year–has denied the science behind climate change. While early polls
show they hold 10% of the popular vote (versus the leading CDU/CSU coalition at 35%), their likelihood
of taking office poses less of a problem than their strong anti-immigration rhetoric, a dialogue that
has swept Europe in the past year. Angela Merkel’s run for re-election has been applauded by the AfD’s
chairperson, claiming her energy and migration policies will ultimately weaken her party’s platform
and mobilize right-wing voters.
Contact information – AfD Chairperson: By request: https://www.frauke-petry.com/index.php/

INDIA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
HRIDAY SARMA
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Jairam Ramesh
Former Environmental Minister
Jairam Ramesh believes the “cult” of unfettered economic growth has been ruinous for India’s
environment. In an interview with Yale Environment 360, he talks about his vision of “green growth,”
which he says is essential for his nation’s future. He is highly qualified holding a B.Tech., M.S. and
Graduate Study Educated at I.I.T., Bombay, Carnegie Mellon University, U.S.A. and M.I.T., U.S.A.
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Mr. Ramesh was influential in developing and is also now the biggest critic of Governmental policies.
Today, Ramesh is one of the most outspoken critics of India's environmental policy under Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, who, despite his support of major investments in renewable energy, is
otherwise widely criticized by conservationists for putting economic growth ahead of environmental
preservation.
According to Ramesh, the average Indian is producing 2 tons of CO2 emissions per year. The U.S. is at
16.6 tons per capita today. It's a reality now that CO2 reductions will happen within the responsibility
of each country, instead of being determined and governed by a legally binding agreement. But
what needs to be top-down is monitoring. If you leave monitoring to the individual states alone, then
nothing is guaranteed. That would be a disaster.
Contact: Jairam Ramesh C-1/9, Lodhi Garden, Rajesh Pilot Marg, New Delhi - 110003
Telephone : 24638111, 24632288, Mobile: 9868181402
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Sunita Narain
Director General, The Center for Science and the Environment
Sunita Narain is director general of the India-based research institute the Centre for Science and
Environment (CSE), treasurer of the Society for Environmental Communications, and editor of the
fortnightly magazine, Down To Earth. Over the years, CSE has been doing cutting-edge theoretical
research with practical application, and has substantially contributed to many successful cases of
environmental victories in the country. As head of this organizations, Ms. Narain has the decisionmaking and supervisory powers to decide on the course of activities of the organization.
Contact: sunita@cseindia.org
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Mr. Sutirtha Bhattacharya
Chairman and Managing Director of Coal India Limited.
Mr. Bhattacharya served in the Indian Administrative Service in different high-level positions. Coal India
Limited—a state-owned coal mining corporate—is the world’s largest coal mine. It has a track record
of repeated violations of environmental legislation in India. Mr. Bhattacharya led the company to
influence the Indian government’s plans to increase coal production to 1,000 million tonnes in the next
four years. This regulation will most likely prevent India from reducing environmental pollution.
Contact: Corporate Headquarters of Coal Bhawan, Kolkata, West Bengal 700156, India. Phone: 91- 33
2324 6526
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INDONESIA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
TRISTAN GRUPP

GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Siti Nurbaya Bakar
Minister of the Environment and Forestry (MoEF)
Deep reforms in the Forestry Ministry have been underway since President Widodo’s merger of the
Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of Forestry. These reforms have been led by the new and
first Minister of Environment and Forestry, Siti Nurbaya Bakar who is a reform-minded bureaucrat with
experience in other planning agencies. The Forestry Ministry of the previous administration was adversarial to indigenous rights; they objected to customary land claims as they would diminish the land
that the Forestry Ministry controls. The new MoEF supports, for instance, the 2013 Constitutional Court
ruling that separated customary land from State Forest Areas. The MoEF’s approval of the ruling demonstrates the success of Widodo’s and Bakar’s reforms; the ruling diminishes the land area that the MoEF
controls. The Environment and Forestry’s willingness to give up some of their power shows how the
ministry has refocused on promoting national interests rather than their own power.
Since Siti’s appointment to Minister of the Environment and Forestry, there have been major reforms
and many new initiatives. As it was agreed between the MoEF and the Ministry of Energy and Mineral
Resources before the COP-22 meeting in Marrakesh, the MoEF will account for 17.23% of the 29% of
Indonesia’s reduction emission reduction commitment, and 23.13% of the 41% commitment. Meanwhile, the energy sector would respectively account for 11% and 14% of those figures. Siti Nurbaya
Bakar is a promising leader for the newly merged Ministry of Environment and Forestry as it takes on
this substantial contribution to Indonesia’s NDC.
Contact: sitinurbaya_bakar@yahoo.co.id
Ministry of Environment and Forestry Website: http://www.menlh.go.id/kontak/
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Abdon Nababan
Secretary General of AMAN
The Indigenous Peoples Alliance of the Archipelago (AMAN, Aliansi Masyarakat Adat Nusantara) is a
non-government organization that represents many of Indonesia’s indigenous peoples. AMAN is calling
on the government to grant rights to Indonesia’s indigenous people who number up to 70 million.
Among the rights that AMAN is working to ensure is the legitimization of customary land claims. Legitimizing land use claims of indigenous people would protect the land from large scale forest and
peatland destruction by agroforestry industry and smallholders—landowners ranging from the tiny to
the medium-sized—and also ensure greater compliance to moratoriums on land clearing; indigenous
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peoples empowered to control their land would also at the same time be protecting carbon sinks.
A necessary tool to ensure compliance with moratoriums and to prevent further deforestation and peatland destruction is the establishment of a single map of land rights, which does not currently exist in Indonesia. Currently, there is significant overlap between the maps of government agencies, different levels of government, private entities, and citizens. A single map would eliminate conflicts over land use
and allow authorities and communities to enforce measures that protect forests and peatlands. AMAN
filed a judicial review to the Constitutional Court, arguing that customary forests could not be turned
into state controlled lands, especially when the government grants concessions to businesses that clear
forests. This filing led to the 2013 Constitutional Court ruling on State Forest Areas and customary land
rights. The ruling was that the state’s authority over customary forests was given to some degree back
to the adat peoples (customary forests are free from the designation of “State Forest Areas”). However,
despite this success of AMAN in this case, without a procedure to recognize claims, indigenous groups
must now assert their interests and rights in the state mapping process and ensure sub-national enforcement of the ruling. This is why a single map of land rights that prioritizes customary land claims
and carbon sink conservation is so important. AMAN helped establish the Participative Mapping Working Network (JKPP) to assert Indigenous land use claims in the developing One Map Policy that seeks
to create a single, harmonized map of land uses. AMAN also pushes local governments to honor the
2013 ruling. As of 2016, JKPP and AMAN have documented 7 million hectares of land. AMAN is also
pushing district governments to uphold the court ruling by preparing dossiers on indigenous customs
and lifeways. It is a slow process; only five regulations, known as Perdas, have been passed since the
Constitutional Court’s decision. The participatory mapping processes and the work with district governments to uphold the 2013 ruling will help expand and protect customary lands that will ultimately
protect carbon sinks and therefore contribute to the success of Indonesia’s Paris Agreement pledge.
Abdon Nababan, secretary general of AMAN, recognizes the important role of Indigenous people in
battling climate change. He has stated that “[t]he bill [PPHMHA] could also highlight the role of indigenous people in global climate change adaptation and mitigation efforts.” AMAN’s secretary general
is leading many promising efforts to protect indigenous rights and fight climate change. His and his
organization’s work in the past has been impressive and impactful.
Contact: rumahaman@cbn.net.id
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Palm Oil Producers
Despite President Widodo administration’s April 2016 moratorium on palm oil concessions, many palm
oil companies continue to clear forests. The MoEF has rejected 850,000 hectares worth of outstanding
palm oil plantation requests, cancelled 600,000 hectares of previous approved sites, and has further
plans to enforce the moratorium and prevent conversion. Despite all of this good work, many palm oil
producers continue to clear, undermining the government and local communities.
The IOI group traded in palm oil that was not sustainably sourced. Goodhope Asia Holdings Ltd—a palm
oil supplier—sold palm oil to the IOI group and other traders. Goodhope has illegally cleared forested
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peatland. IOI receives Goodhope’s palm oil through intermediary traders such as Wilmar International,
Musim Mas, and Golden Agri Resources (GAR). Goodhope has failed to consult the public or release
plans. It has deforested in its PT Nabire Baru concession in Kalimantan this year. These palm oil producers must not continue to clear forests and peatlands. These actions will harm the work laid out for the
Ministry of the Environment and Forestry after the COP-22 meeting in Marrakesh and prevent Indonesia’s successful implementation of their Paris Agreement pledge.
Contact: rspo@rspo.org & reachus@goodhope-id.com
Learn More
About the history of the Forestry Ministry before the merger: http://www.asiasentinel.com/society/indonesia-forestry-ministry-test-jokowi-power/
On the merger of the Ministry of Environment and Ministry of Forestry and on Siti Nurbaya Baka’s
reforms in “False Start” section: https://news.mongabay.com/2015/08/promised-task-force-on-indigenous-rights-in-indonesia-hits-snag/
More on AMAN’s work to push sub-national governments and the national government to enforce the
2013 Constitutional Court ruling with Perda regulations: https://news.mongabay.com/2016/04/perda-push/
Abdon Bababan’s statements on PPMHA and mitgation efforts can be found here along with more on
deforestation in Borneo: https://news.mongabay.com/2016/09/a-major-concern-plantation-driven-deforestation-ramps-up-in-borneo/

ITALY
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
MARTA MORELLO
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Gianluca Galletti
Minister of Environment, Land and Sea
Minister Galletti plays a key role in setting Italy’s environmental policy. He attended the Paris
Conference in 2015 as well as the COP22 in Marrakesh in November 2016. He led the Italian
government to ratify the Paris Agreement on November 4th 2016. He is particularly interested in the
circular economy and the environment-economy nexus.
Contact: segreteria.ministro@pec.minambiente.it
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CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Rossella Muroni
National President of Legambiente
Mrs. Moruno is the head of Legambiente, an advocacy group whose aim is to protect the environment
and natural resources. The group opposes the use of nuclear energy and fossil fuels while encouraging
the use of renewable energy sources. Recently, Legambiente provided the Italian government with a
list of 15 measures to green the Italian tax system, increasing the tax burden for polluting activities and
incentivizing green options in all sectors, from waste management to transportation.
Contact: legambiente@legambiente.it
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Emma Marcegaglia
President of Eni
Marcegaglia is the president of Eni, the leading company that extracts oil on Italian territory. In 2014,
Eni paid about 260 million Euros to the Italian government as royalties for oil extraction, representing
65% of all royalties received by the Italian government. Despite Eni’s many sustainability efforts, it has a
substantial incentive to keep investing in oil.
Contact: sostenibilita@eni.com

JAPAN
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
KENTA MATSUMOTO
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Koichi Yamamoto
Minister of the Environment
Mr Yamamoto’s Ministry is responsible for Japan’s environmental policies, including setting its
emission targets.
Contact: https://www.env.go.jp/en/moemail/
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Hiroshige Seko
Minister of Economy Trade and Industry
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Mr Skeo’s Ministry plays a key role in setting economic policy in Japan and plays a role in setting
energy policy.
Contact: https://wwws.meti.go.jp/honsho/comment_form/contact_us.html
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Takejiro Sueyosi
Special Advisor to United Nations Environmental Program
Mr Sueyosi plays a lead role in advising on international finance policy related to climate change.
Contact information available upon request.
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Chairman of Keidanren (Japan Business Federation)
Keidanren is the largest business industry association in Japan and often takes positions in support of
non-renewable energy.
Contact: webmaster@keidanren.or.jp

MEXICO
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
RAIZA PILATOWSKY GRUNER

GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Rodolfo Lacy Tamayo
Vice Minister for Environmental Policy and Planning of the Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources
As the Vice Minister for Environmental Policy and Planning of the Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources, Rodolfo Lacy Tamayo oversees the development of environmental government actions
through policy and planning. He worked for 8 years as director of Programs and Projects at the Mario
Molina Center for Energy and Environmental Studies, leading different projects related to renewable
energy, emission inventory, climate change, and sustainable use of natural resources. He is Mexico’s
principal negotiator on Climate Change issues.
Contact: rodolfo.lacy@semarnat.gob.mx
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CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Amparo Martínez Arroyo
General Director of the National Institute of Ecology and Climate Change
Amparo Martínez Arroyo is a full-time researcher and head of the Department of Aerosols at the
Atmospheric Science Center of the National Autonomous University of Mexico. As an expert in
environmental problem analysis and science-society relations, she has been invited to collaborate in
several public management projects, like the construction of a network of North American Natural
Protected Areas facing Climate Change. She also led the Climate Change related programs on the 2012
national survey for the Citizen’s Agenda on Science, Technology and Innovation. Before taking office
as the Director of the National Institute of Ecology and Climate Change in 2013, she was a member of
the Climate Change Council, a permanent administrative unit that advises the federal government on
Climate Change.
Contact: direccion.general@inecc.gob.mx
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Pedro Joaquín Coldwell
Minister of Energy
Officially, Mr. Joaquín Coldwell supports the Paris Agreement as well as Mexico’s intended goals
towards more efficient and renewable energies. However, the actions taken by his Ministry are
generally more inclined toward the support of fossil fuels. This year the Ministry of Energy has been
bidding the access to deepwater excavations by national and international private companies. The
Ministry expects investments of 50 billion US dollars for the new deepwater sites for the period of
2015-2019, while only expecting 14 billion in the case of renewable energies. The Ministry, through its
National Hydrocarbons branch, has allowed the development of fracking sites for a 25-year period.
Mr. Joaquín Coldwell is also Chairman of the Board at Petróleos Mexicanos S.A. de C.V. and the Federal
Electricity Commission. In addition, his family owns several businesses dedicated to the distribution of
gasoline.
Contact: secretario@energia.gob.mx
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NIGERIA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
CHIUDO EHRIM

GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Amina J. Mohammed
Honourable Minister, Federal Ministry of Environment
Amina J. Mohammed is the current Minister of Environment of Nigeria. She has represented Nigeria in
various meetings on climate change, pushing for operationalization of the Climate Change Agreement;
including recently in Marrakech, Morocco where she spoke about Nigeria’s participation at the 22nd
Session of the Conference of Parties, COP22, of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change.
Contact: Federal Ministry of Environment Headquarters, Block C, Mabuchi, FCT, Abuja, Nigeria
Telephone: +234(0)95233611 Twitter: @AminaJMohammed
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Lawrence I Exemonye
National President, Nigerian Environmental Society
Professor Lawrence I Ezemonye is the current National President of the Nigerian Environmental
Society (NES). NES is a non-governmental organization that advocates environmental protection
and sustainable environmental development in Nigeria. As president of NES, Professor Ezemonye
recently hosted the society’s annual conference with Nigeria’s Minister of Environment and other highlevel stakeholders in attendance. An expected output of the conference is a road map that supports
environmental protection and promotion of a green economy in Nigeria.
Contact: 41, Moses A. Majekodunmi Crescent, Near Edo Line Terminal, Utako District, Abuja F.C.T,
Nigeria Telephone: +234(0)97830281 Mobile: +234(0)8033384134 Email: hello@nes.org.ng
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Emmanuel Ibe Kachikwu
Minister of State, Petroleum Resources, Federal Ministry of Petroleum Resources
Emmanuel Ibe Kachikwu is Nigeria’s current Minister of State, Petroleum Resources. He is responsible
for overall coordination and supervision of all activities in the petroleum industry, including advising
the Federal Government on all areas pertaining to the oil and gas industry (Federal Ministry of
Petroleum Resources, 2016). While this office can key into national policies and programs that support
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climate change mitigation, it is possible that it could lobby (in collaboration with industry stakeholders)
for a slowdown of processes and legislations (such as the gas flaring prohibition bill currently before
the Senate of the National Assembly) that are perceived to have potential negative outcomes for the
petroleum industry.
Contact: Ministry of Petroleum Resources Block D, NNPC Towers, Herbert Macaulay Way, CDB, Abuja
Telephone: +234(0)946084627 Twitter: @fmprng

RUSSIA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
DR. ELENA ZAIKA
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Mr. Alexander Bedritskyi
Presidential Advisor, the Special Representative for Climate in Russia
The leading governmental official in Russia dealing with climate change issues is Mr. Alexander
Bedritskyi, the Presidential Advisor and the Special Representative for Climate in Russia. While the
Paris Agreement was signed by Deputy Prime Minister Alexander Khloponin, Mr. Alexander Bedritskyi
strategically leads the preparation work for ratification of the Paris Climate Agreement in Russia,
and overall implementation of Russia’s commitments on the Paris Agreement. He conducts regular
meetings of the Intergovernmental Working Group on Climate Change Issues and Sustainable
Development. Mr. Bedritskyi represented Russia at the 22nd Conference of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (1st meeting of the Paris Agreement’s parties in Marrakesh) and
announced that Russia has initiated the improvement of national legislation in respect to the state
regulation of GHG emissions, and implementation of actions aimed at the development of a long-term
Strategy for Low Carbon Development (for the period until 2050).
Contact: Informational and Inquiry Service: +7(495) 606 36 02
Public Relations Service Officer on Duty +7(495) 910 07 66
The Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation plays the leading role in the
coordination of implementation of the Paris Agreement commitments at the national level. However,
at the moment there is a transfer period between former Minister Mr. Alexey Ulyukaev and the new
Minister Mr. Maksim Oreshkin who was appointed on the 30th of November, 2016.
Contact: Address: 1,3 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya street, 125993, Moscow
Informational and Inquiry Service: +7 495 650-86-39 E-mail: mineconom@economy.gov.ru
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CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Oleg Deripaska
Business Executive
There are several bright people leading the advocacy on climate change in Russia. Mr. Oleg Deripaska
is one of them. He is the founder and principal owner of Basic Element, a leading Russian business
group; the founder and the Chairman of the Executive Committee and the president of the global
aluminum company UC RUSAL; president of En+ Group, and Russia's largest privately held power
company EuroSibEnergo.
Oleg Deripaska is one of the strong advocates for introduction of a global carbon tax (carbon levy), a
universal mechanism for financing international climate programs that would reduce demand for highcarbon emission fuels and discourage businesses from emitting greenhouse gases.
Oleg Deripaska is also the Vice President of the Russian Chamber of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs
where the climate change issues are discussed regularly at the meetings with the business
representatives. He is among a few world business leaders who have concerns about the global threat
of deforestation. He also stands for the creation of an international carbon fund to be refilled from
emission taxes and used to support innovative renewable energy projects. The main idea is that all
countries shall agree upon a minimum carbon tax and apply it to their carbon emitting producers, with
each country administering the tax nationally.
Deripaska’s RUSAL is taking active measures to address climate change. Since 1990, RUSAL has
reduced its greenhouse gas emissions by 54%. Among RUSAL’s latest steps to mitigate climate change
effects was the creation of the ‘Climate partnership of Russia’, an initiative that consolidates efforts of
Sberbank, RusNano, RusHydro and Ingosstrakh that will work in Russia and abroad to seek rational
solutions to help companies prevent the damaging effects of global climate change.
Contact: myteam@deripaska.com http://www.deripaska.com/initiative/
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Andrey Melnichenko
Business Execiutive
In general, the main opponents of the Paris Agreement in Russia are the business representatives who
own and/or manage huge coal-fired power generation or extensive energy-consuming assets. One of
them is Mr. Andrey Melnichenko, the founder and principal owner of three large Russian industrial
holdings: EuroChem, Siberian Coal Energy Company, and Siberian Generation Company.
Andrey Melnichenko recognizes the climate change issue. He assumes, however, that the planet’s
population has more significant problems such as a shortage or even lack of energy and water
resources, and that these problems are more vital and pressing. He also does not believe in a great
future for renewable energy generation due to natural limitations for generation capacity, but trusts in
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new technologies for coal-fired generation along with new production technologies in agriculture and
other sectors. He argues against any limitations on carbon emissions for industries and business in
general.
Contact Information via Siberian Generation Company: E-mail: office@sibgenco.ru Telephone: +7
(495) 258-83-00
Contact Information via NLMK PR service in various locations:
http://nlmk.com/en/media-center/press-office-contacts/

SAUDI ARABIA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
ABEER ABDULKAREEM
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Khalid Al-Falih
Minister of Energy, Industry, and Mineral Resources, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
As the minister of energy, industry, and mineral resources, Mr. Al-Falih’s role is important in setting or
influencing Saudi Arabia’s climate change policies. He leads the Saudi Arabian delegation to COP 22
that comprises negotiators and subject matter experts that participate in various discussions and GCC
Pavilion Side Events.
Contact: khalid.falih@aramco.com
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Khalid Abuleif
Saudi Arabia’s Chief Climate Negotiator for the Climate Agreements
Since 1991, Khalid Abduleif has been a member of the country’s delegation to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Currently, he is the Chief Adviser to the
Saudi Minister of Petroleum and Minerals on Sustainability and Climate Policy. Mr. Abuleif is an
expert on climate change policy and science. He has participated in the assessment work of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), since 1990 and is highly knowledgeable on
carbon management and carbon capture as he is leading the Kingdom’s team in the meetings of the
Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum.
Contact: Mr. Abuleif's Linkedin account https://sa.linkedin.com/in/khalid-abuleif-6ab6b93b
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CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Dr. Khalid Abdulkader
Senior Consultant within the Environmental Protection Department of Aramco
Dr. Abdulkader has expertise in fishery resource enhancement. He represented Saudi Aramco’s interests
at the COP22 negotiations and might have played a role in blocking certain language or aspects in
the Saudi document that represented the official government position during the climate change
negotiations held in Marrakech.
Contact: khaled.abdulkader@aramco.com

SOUTH AFRICA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
LEE-ANN STEENKAMP
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Dr. Edna Molewa
Minister of Environmental Affairs
The Department of Environmental Affairs, under the leadership of Minister Molewa, was the main
architect of South Africa's leading climate change policy document, the National Climate Change
Response Policy White Paper, launched in 2011. Minister Molewa signed the Paris Agreement at the
United Nations in New York on 22 April 2016, on behalf of the South African Government.
Her pragmatic approach to climate change adaptation is laudable. One example of her no-nonsense
attitude is where she stated (when South Africa ratified the Paris Agreement on 2 November 2016),
that, "it was clear that the only choice for humanity is to take ambitious and practical action, through
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, preparing for extreme events, and adapting to the impacts of
climate change."
Contact: Zmngadi@environment.gov.za (Chief of Staff)
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Adv Andrew Gilder
Senior Associate at ENSafrica Law Firm
Andrew Gilder is an admitted attorney of the South African High Court and specializes in carbon
markets and climate change law and policy. He serves on various environmental associations. Related
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to his work on climate change, Andrew is involved in air quality legal issues in South Africa and the
operationalization of the National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act, as well as the domestic
legal regime for power generation. He regularly presents at climate conferences and seminars,
and recently urged the East African community to invest in projects aimed at reducing greenhouse
emissions.
Contact: agilder@ENSafrica.com
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Mr. Ivo Vegter
Independent Columnist
Ivo is an outspoken environmental journalist and the author of Extreme Environment, a book on
'environmental exaggeration and how it harms emerging economies'. He has written controversial
columns on climate change, e.g. 'Paris Climate Conference is a waste of time and money' and he views
climate change as 'pseudo-science'.
Contact: https://ivo.co.za/contact/

SOUTH KOREA
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
EUNJUNG LIM
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Kyung-Kyu Cho
Minister of Environment
Cho was appointed as the Minister of Environment on September 13, 2016. After he came into the
office, he put extensive effort into implementing new aggressive climate change policies. For instance,
at his first press conference on October 18, he stated that the government was considering introducing
a quota system for expanding the supply of electronic vehicles.
Minister Cho participated in the UNFCCC COP 22, the Climate Change Policy & Practice Conference
held in Morocco between November 7 and 18 as the head of the delegation. (His predecessor, YOON
Sung-Kyu (March 2013 – September 2016), attended COP21.) The National Assembly ratified the Paris
Agreement on November 3 and it went into effect on November 4.
Contact: Public Relations Team: Ms. KANG Yu-Ri Office Phone Number: +82-44-201-6063 Website:
http://eng.me.go.kr/eng/web/main.do
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CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Department of Green Energy, the Seoul Metropolitan Government
The Department of Green Energy of the Seoul Metropolitan Government received a plaque of
appreciation from four renewable energy organizations on November 3, 2016. Since 2012, the
Department of Green Energy has supported ‘Reduce One Nuclear Power Plant & Sunshine Seoul Policy’,
‘Feed-in Tariffs (FIT) Policy’, and the ‘Climate Change Fund Small Solar Generation Loan System’ to
support the number of small-scale sunlight plants. Also, they supported the ‘Mini Sunlight Generation
Business’ that can be installed in apartments and houses in Seoul. These efforts designed by the
Department of Green Energy have been highly appreciated and provided guidance for the central and
other local governments.
Contact: Director, Department of Green Energy: KWON Min Tel: +82-2-2133-3550 Website: http://
english.seoul.go.kr/
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Jieon Lee
The Korean Federation for Environmental Movement
Jieon Lee, who is the director of Energy Climate Department in Federation of Environmental
Movement, has persistently encouraged the Korean government to construct renewable energy power
plant and criticized the expansion of coal-fired thermal power plants.
Contact: web@kfem.or.kr
CLIMATE OPPONENT
Various Organizations Opposed to Renewable Energy
Overall, in Korea, public opinion about climate change issues and renewable energy is pretty much
supportive. However, a number of local environmental organizations opposed the construction of the
renewable energy plants including the wind generation complex in Muju and the Tidal Power Plant
in Ganghwa Island. They argued that the development of renewable energy plants will hurt clean
environmental zones. For example, the Jeonbuk Green Federation opposed construction of wind power
generation plants, and the Incheon Federation for Environmental Movement opposed construction of
tidal power plants.
Contact:
The Jeonbuk Green Federation
President: LEE Se-Woo Tel: +82-63-282-0117
Email: jeonbuk@greenkorea.org Address: Jeonju Gaeksa-Gil 59 Wansan-gu, Jeonju City, North Jeolla
Province, Republic of Korea (postal code. 54999) Website: http://greenjeonbuk.org/
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The Incheon Federation for Environmental Movement
President: CHOI Joong-Ki Choi, JIN Dae-Hyun Jin, CHO Kang-Hee
Tel: +82-32-426-2767 Fax: +82-32-426-2768 Email: inchon@kfem.or.kr
Address: 747 Kyungwondae-Ro, Nam-Gu, Incheon-Si, Republic of Korea (postal code. 22228)
Website: http://inchon.ekfem.or.kr/
Learn More
The quota system for expanding supply of electronic vehicles:
(http://www.hankookilbo.com/v/d0fb2860bd104a8b9f8dc4a4cef4a358)

SPAIN
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
ANDREA DELMAR-SENTIES
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Isabel Garcia Tejerina
Minister of Agriculture, Food, and the Environment
As the Minister of the Environment, Ms. Garcia Tejerina will be tasked with ensuring that the Paris
Agreement is implemented in Spain.
Contact: Plaza de San Juan de la Cruz, Madrid; Phone: 91 597 60 68
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Maria Jose Sanz Sanchez
Scientific Director of the Basque Center for Climate Change
Maria Jose Sanz Sanchez is familiar with the topic of climate change and is an advocate for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. The Basque Center for Climate Change is a highly respected organization in
the environmental sector.
Contact: mj.sanz@bc3research.org
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Miguel Arias Cañete
European Commissioner for Climate Action and Energy
Miguel Arias Cañete could oppose the Paris Agreement based on his political history. He has ties
to the oil sector, including shareholdings in oil companies and has said that he wants to turn the
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Mediterranean into a major gas marketplace. Mr. Arias Cañete has been under scrutiny for conflicts
of interest, and in 2014, a petition was created to prevent him from assuming his role as European
Commissioner.
Contact: cab-arias-canete-archives@ec.europa.eu

THAILAND
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
NEEBIR BANERJEE
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
General Surasak Karnjanarat
Minister of Natural Resources and Environment of Thailand
On April 23, 2016, in an international conference, General Surasak Karnjanarat represented the “Group
of 77” developing countries in which Thailand was an integral part along with China. Here, General
Karnjanarat stressed the need to implement the Paris Agreement through action on adaptation in
developing countries. In order to enhance the Paris Agreement objectives and the ratification process,
General Karnjanarat stated the need for lowering global carbon emissions and pursuing efforts to
decrease global temperatures. General Karnjanarat further addressed the conference with respect to the
Paris Agreement pledge that “the Group of 77 had been the most affected by climate change, and yet,
was already undertaking ambitious measures to prevent harm and move towards the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development”. In this regard, General Karnjanarat stated that “Developed countries had
a responsibility to support their developing counterparts in their endeavors by emphasizing that in
the fight against climate change, the Group of 77 stood ready and willing to play its part and to make
a commitment to the present, as well as future generations to come”. During this conference, General
Karnjanarat suggested that the most effective way for the Paris Agreement to come into force would be
for developed and developing countries to jointly assist and help each other in their efforts for climate
change reduction.
Contact: webmaster@mnre.mail.go.th
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Penchom Saetang
Director of Ecological Alert and Recovery Thailand (EARTH)
Penchom Saetang’s work is influential with respect to the Paris Agreement as she proposed communitybased climate change awareness strategies that focused on a wide range of areas. These areas include
enhancement of neighborhood capacity to collect pollutant data; support of environmental litigation;
and advocacy for a national policy to guarantee the public the “right to know” of released pollutants.
In order to ensure that citizen concerns are represented in the latest negotiations by industries and
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the government on climate change, Penchom designed a national campaign for “climate justice”. This
campaign raised awareness about climate change issues during the lead up to the Paris Agreement. In
this campaign, she works with a wide range of citizen networks across Thailand to see that measurable
changes are made for creating a socially and environmentally responsible industry in developing
countries.
Contact: penchom.earth@gmail.com Address: Nonthaburi , 12. Thailand
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Kittisak Rattanakrajangsri
General Secretary of the Indigenous Peoples’ Foundation for Education and Environment (IPF)
based in Chiang Mai, Thailand
Kittisak Rattanakrajangsri attended the Paris Climate Conference in 2015 and raised concerns on behalf
of the indigenous people of Thailand about the negative implications of the Paris Agreement in 2015.
For instance, one of the concerns about the Paris Agreement that was raised by indigenous people
representatives like Kittisak was that in such climate agreements there is a lack of a human rights
perspective that leaves marginal groups of people in the society behind.
Another concern addressed by the indigenous representatives is that human rights and indigenous
peoples’ rights are not recognized in article two of the Paris Agreement’s text, which refers to the
implementation of the Agreement for holding global temperature rise. As an outcome, Thailand’s
Government implemented policies like the reclaiming of forests that violated the rights of indigenous
people and discriminated against them. They were arrested and placed in jail for holding small amount
of forest wood for repairing their houses. The representatives highlighted that in most areas indigenous
people in Thailand were charged and accused for causing global warming whereas most illegal
commercial loggers are not arrested and remain unaccountable. In addtion, Kittisak addressed two
flaws of the Thai Government’s policies in relation to the Paris Agreement. One is that “The government
has implemented a top-down policy to curb deforestation and climate change.” Another flaw that
Kittisak highlighted is that “Indigenous people have already experienced the impact of climate change
in the past years. We are trying to adapt our way of life to cope with the changes. But community-based
approaches don’t get enough attention at the policy level.” By highlighting these concerns and flaws
of the Paris Agreement and the policies of the Thai Government, Kittisak Rattanakrajangsri reveals that
unless the rights of indigenous people are equally recognized and given equal consideration, such
Climate Agreements will remain ineffective.
Contact: kittisak.rattanakrajangsri@gmail.com
Learn More
To learn more about Penchom Saetang and her work related to climate change visit https://www.
ashoka.org/en/fellow/penchom-saetang#intro
To know more about leading Government Official General Surasak Karnjanarat and the Ministry Natural
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Resources and Environment of Thailand visit http://webeng.mnre.go.th/main.php?filename=contact
To learn more about the speech General Surasak Karnjanarat gave on April 23, 2016 about the Paris
Agreement on behalf of the “Group of 77” countries and China visit: http://reliefweb.int/report/world/
secretary-general-hails-history-making-ceremony-world-leaders-175-countries-sign-paris
To learn more about the concerns and flaws of the Paris Agreement raised by indigenous peoples’
representatives like Kittisak Rattanakrajangsri visit: http://www.earthjournalism.net/stories/thailandwill-have-a-lot-to-do-following-adoption-of-the-new-paris-climate-agreement-on-saturday-whilelooking-forward-to-collaborate-in-the-next-year-climate-talk-as-a-chair-of-g77

TURKEY
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
OZLEM DUYAN
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Mehmet Özhaseki
Minister of Environment and Urban Planning
Mehmet Özhaseki attended the COP22 conference and emphasized the importance climate change
actions. He stated that the Paris Agreement would be ratified in parliament after a favorable decision on
Turkey's access to financing resources.
Contact: Tel: 0090 (312) 410 10 00 Address: Mustafa Kemal Mahallesi Eskişehir Devlet Yolu
(Dumlupınar Bulvarı) 9. km. No: 278 Çankaya / Ankara
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Prof. Dr. Mehmet Emin Binpınar
Chief Negotiator for Turkey and Deputy Undersecretary of the Ministry of Environment and Urban
Planning
Prof Dr. Mehmet Emin Binpınar attended the Paris Conference. He emphasizes the importance
of restructuring all government agencies and investments keeping in mind the goal of emission
reduction. He also favors investment in renewable energy.
Contact: mehmet.binpinar@csb.gov.tr
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CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Çevre ve Ekoloji Hareketi Avukatları ÇEHAV (Environmental and Ecology Movement Lawyers)
ÇEHAV consists of lawyers who mainly provide legal support for environmental protection issues. The
NGO plays a key role for preventing environmentally destructive investments and projects. Also, the
lawyers follow up on public administrators who do not enforce legislation for the protection of the
environment and nature.
Contact: info@cehav.org
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
İklim Ağı (Climate Network)
The network is established by several NGOs who have common concerns on climate issues and want to
offer solutions. These NGOs are:
Buğday Ekolojik Yaşamı Destekleme Derneği
Doğa Derneği
Doğa Koruma Merkezi
Eurosolar Türkiye
Greenpeace Akdeniz
Kadıköyü Bilim Kültür Ve Sanat Dostları Derneği (Kados)
TEMA Türkiye Erozyonla Mücadele, Ağaçlandırma ve Doğal Varlıkları Koruma Vakfı)
WWF – Türkiye (Doğal Hayatı Koruma Vakfı)
350 Ankara
Yeşilist
Yeşil Düşünce Derneği
The main purpose is the provision of civil NGOs participation in the policy making process of climate
change in Turkey.
Contact: http://iklimagi.org/
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (Turkey)
The Ministry is divided on carbon saving actions: On one hand, renewable energy and energy efficiency
investments are supported, while on the other hand, incentives are provided for coal mining and
thermal plants. The collaboration of the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources with the Ministry of
Environment and Urban Planning plays an important role on reaching the goal of carbon reductions in
Turkey.
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UKRAINE
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
ANDRIY KLYMCHUK

GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Ostap Semerak
Minister of Ecology of Ukraine
The Minister of Ecology, Ostap Semerak, attended the COP 22 meeting and plays a key role in setting
Climate Change Policy in the Ukrainian government. According to Mr. Semerak, Ukraine’s new Energy
strategy should be with low carbon content, and Ukraine has to move to 100% renewable energy.
Contact: gr_priem@menr.gov.ua
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Iryna Stavchuk
Head of the Climate Change Department of the National Ecological Centre of Ukraine
Iryna Stavchuk is Head of the Climate Change Department of the National Ecological Centre of Ukraine.
She also serves as a co-coordinator of the Climate Action Network node in Eastern Europe, Caucasus and
Central Asia. She is the lead spokesperson on climate change issues in Ukraine. Her expertise on the
subject and her skills in communicating help her to impact decisions by the Ukrainian government for
implementation of climate protection programs.
Contact: irina.stavchuk@necu.org.ua
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Rinat Akhmetov
DTEK
Rinat Akhmetov is the owner of the largest energy holding entity in Ukraine, DTEK, a conglomerate
of various companies from coal mining to power generation. The influence of Rinat Akhmetov, the
country’s wealthiest oligarch, has weakened after the Donbass crisis. But he still has political influence
to lobby for his interests for expanding the coal sector.
Contact: info@dtek.com
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UNITED KINGDOM
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
FRIDAH SIYANGA-TEMBO

GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Ed Miliband
Parliamentary House of Commons, London, SW1A 0AA
Ed Miliband, who is former Labour Party leader, is currently the MP for Doncaster North. He was also
the first ever Secretary of State for the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) which is now
the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS). It was during his leadership of DECC
that he championed the Climate Change bill that became the Climate Change Act of 2008. The Act was
passed in parliament by an overwhelming cross-party majority. Mr Miliband criticised the merging
of the DECC with the business department stating that this would lead to reduced priority on climate
change issues as the name of the department shows its priorities. His work on climate change issues
has continued even after stepping down as Labour leader where he focused his strength on forming a
coalition that would push for much stronger environmental policies. He has strongly encouraged the
government to ratify the Agreement. He has also been advocating for the UK to be the first country in
the world to pass a law that reduces net carbon emissions to zero. This would go to 100% reduction,
more ambitious than the current UK emissions targets of 80% by 2050.
Contact: ed.miliband.mp@parliament.uk
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Greg Clark
Parliamentary House of Commons, London, SW1A 0AA
Greg Clark is a Member of Parliament for Tunbridge Wells constituency. He was formerly the appointed
Shadow Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change in 2008 and after that he was Minister of
Cities. He is known for being a champion of sustainability issues. During his term as Shadow Secretary
for Energy and Climate Change, he was in charge of two “landmark” papers on climate change that
would set out how the government would make Britain a leader in low carbon economy. As Minister of
Cities, he continued championing the low carbon economy across cities in the UK. Greg Clark is now the
current Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy. He assumed this position in July
2016 after this department was formed by merging the department of energy and the department of
business. Even though climate is no longer a part of the name of the department, climate issues still fall
under this department.
Contact: gregclarkmp@parliament.uk
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CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
Nigel Lawson
Parliamentary House of Lords, London, SW1A 0PW
Nigel Lawson was Member of Parliament for the constituency of Dalby from 1974 to 1992 when he
retired. He currently sits in the House of Lords. Lord Lawson, who is coined as one of the leading climate
change skeptics in the UK, is also the founder of the Global Warming Policy Foundation. He launched
the foundation together with Dr. Benny Peiser in the House of Lords in 2009—in the run-up to the
Copenhagen Climate Summit. The Global Warming Policy Foundation is a think tank that is concerned
about costs and other implications of many of the climate policies presently being advocated for.
The organization claims to encourage a balanced coverage of climate change issues by the media
and has (in their words), “created a popular website that is subjecting climate policies and claims by
governments and campaigners to dispassionate analysis based on hard evidence and economic rigour”.
Contact: contactholmember@parliament.uk
Learn More
For more on Ed Miliband’s biography see: http://www.parliament.uk/biographies/commons/edwardmiliband/1510
See article for more on Ed Miliband’s call for net zero emissions: https://www.theguardian.com/
environment/2016/mar/06/ed-miliband-calls-for-law-co2-emissions-target-legally-binding-parisclimate-talks
More on Ed Miliband and ratification of Paris Agreement: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/scienceenvironment-36654281
For more on Ed Miliband’s position of formation of Department of BEIS: http://www.huffingtonpost.
co.uk/entry/theresa-may-stupid-to-abolish-department-of-energy-and-climate-change_
uk_5787b1cde4b0f4bc5946cde6
More on Greg Clark’s biography: https://www.parliament.uk/biographies/commons/Greg-Clark/1578
More on Greg Clark and low carbon cities: http://www.climateactionprogramme.org/climate-leaderinterviews/greg_clark_minister_for_cities_in_the_uk_is_championing_the_low_carbon_econ
For more about the Global Warming Policy Foundation see: http://www.thegwpf.org/who-we-are/
For More on Nigel Lawson’s biography see: https://www.parliament.uk/biographies/lords/lord-lawsonof-blaby/1039
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UNITED STATES
Submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager
STEPHANIE GAGNON

GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Gina McCarthy was appointed to the position of Administrator of the EPA by President Obama,
and has been a strong proponent of clean air programs and limiting greenhouse gas emissions
while emphasizing the importance of a strong economy. She was also instrumental in the Obama
administration’s opposition to the Keystone XL Pipeline. She is an outspoken proponent of measures to
combat global warming.
Scott Pruitt will become the Administrator for the EPA under the Trump Administration starting January
20th if approved by Congress. Mr. Pruitt has been the Attorney General for the State of Oklahoma.
He is a climate change denier and a close ally of the fossil fuel industry. He has vowed to cancel US
participation in the Paris Agreement and the Obama Administration’s Clean Power Plan.
Contact: Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. Washington, DC 20460
Telephone: 202-564-4700 https://www.epa.gov/laws-regulations/get-involved-epa-regulations
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Al Gore
Former United States Vice-President
Since leaving the Vice Presidency Al Gore has focused much of his work on climate change. He is the
creator of the landmark documentary film, Inconvenient Truth, which drew the world’s attention to
the dangers of global warming. He is the Founder and Chairman of The Climate Reality Project whose
mission is “to catalyze a global solution to the climate crisis, making urgent action necessary at every
level of society.”
Contact: http://www.climaterealityproject.org
CLIMATE PROGRAM ADVOCATE
Dr. James Hansen
Former NASA scientist and current Director of Climate Science, Awareness, and Solutions program
at Columbia University
Dr. Hansen is considered the “father of climate change” for his work to promote climate change
awareness in the 1970s. He is an outspoken advocate of a carbon emissions tax, which he promoted at
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the Paris talks as a necessary element of the Paris Agreement. He often criticizes policies for not being
strong enough to combat climate change, and works hard to bring awareness to climate change and
develop solutions.
Contact: jeh1@columbia.edu
CLIMATE PROGRAM OPPONENT
U.S. Senator Jim Inhofe
Chairman of the Senate Committee on the Environment and Public Works
Oklahoma senator Jim Inhofe is an outspoken climate change denier who chairs the Senate Committee
on the Environment and Public Works and has long been opposing clean air and emissions reduction
legislation in the US Congress. He was instrumental in blocking many of President Obama’s initiatives
for clean air and reduced emissions.
Contact: https://www.inhofe.senate.gov
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ABOUT
Climate Scorecard is a participatory, transparent, and open data effort to engage all concerned citizens
in supporting the implementation of the new 2015 Global Climate Agreement.
Background
Over 190 countries endorsed a new global climate agreement in December 2015 at a United Nations
meeting in Paris (known as COP21). The Paris Agreement is designed to stabilize the earth’s climate and
prevent our atmosphere from heating-up above a global warming tipping point of 2 degrees Celsius,
beyond which scientists warn extreme ecological disasters will occur. The success of the new agreement
is contingent on the efforts all countries, as well as non-state actors, must make to increase and honor
their commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
In 2015, in preparation for COP 21, most countries submitted pledges, also known as Intended
Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs), to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 or
earlier. The Paris Agreement recognizes that these pledges, while good starting points, are insufficient
to avoid having the planet warm beyond 2 degrees Celsius. Therefore, all countries are encouraged to
revisit and strengthen their pledges before the agreement goes into effect in 2020.
Climate Scorecard is a mechanism for supporting efforts needed to implement the new Paris
Agreement. Such efforts include encouraging countries to increase their emission reduction pledges,
tracking efforts to strengthen pre-Paris INDCs, making sure that countries put in place policies and
programs to achieve their reduction targets, and holding nation-states accountable for fulfilling the
promise of the Paris Agreement.

HOW IT WORKS
The Climate Scorecard team has established a website - www.climatescorecard.org - where everyone
– citizens, organizations, businesses, researchers, members of governments, journalists – can share
information related to emission reduction efforts in the top 25 greenhouse gas-emitting countries.
Each of the 25 top greenhouse gas emitting countries has a page on our website where concerned
stakeholders can post information related to the status of their country’s pledge. Climate Scorecard’s
website also provides a set of 6 targeted results (see below) that we believe each country needs to
achieve by 2020 in order to successfully implement the new Paris Agreement. These results are based
on recommendations from the agreement itself, benchmark country emission reduction pledges, and
our own research that has identified goals that all countries need to reach. Our targeted results provide
a framework for tracking progress made by the top 25 greenhouse gas-emitting countries.
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Results for the Top 25 Greenhouse Gas-Emitting Countries to Achieve by 2020
• Strengthens its 2015 agreement pledge, or adheres to a pledge that meets Result 3 in the
Framework
• Agrees and implements measures to reach the target of 20% unconditional emission reduction
by 2020
• Agrees and implements measures to reach the target of 30% unconditional emission reduction
by 2025
• Adopts the UN suggested baseline year of 2010 from which to calculate future reductions
• Agrees to and implements policies that achieve 100% renewable energy by 2050
• Make all aspects of its emission reduction process, including policy development and
implementation, transparent and inclusive

WHO WE ARE
An outstanding team of organizations and individuals is implementing Climate Scorecard.
Coordination of our effort is through a partnership between The Global Citizens’ Initiative (TGCI) and
EarthAction- non-profit organizations with missions focused on environmental protection and citizen
engagement. TGCI and EarthAction worked together to successfully implement last year’s Citizens’
Campaign for a 2015 Global Climate Agreement (www.climateagreementcampaign.org).
TGCI and Earth Action have recruited a team of 25 environmental graduate students and young
professionals who serve as Country Managers, building and supporting networks of organizations and
people to contribute and share information related to the post-Paris progress of each of the top 25
greenhouse gas-emitting countries.
In addition, university-based experts provide quality control and address technical questions related to
documents that are proposed for posting on the Climate Scorecard website.
For further information about Climate Scorecard please contact Ron Israel, Executive Director, The
Global Citizens’ Initiative (roncisrael@gmail.com) or Lois Barber, Executive Director, EarthAction (lois@
earthaction.org).
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